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Our team at Lian Visman is composed of expert shippers,

logistics consultants, and technologists who have united

with a common goal of revolutionizing the shipping industry.

Utilizing our own personal experiences, we have shaped a

technology platform that prioritizes speed, efficiency, and

transparency.

By partnering with Lianvisman, companies can ship their

goods on their own terms..

LIANVISMAN  ABOUT



We believe in innovation, Transparency, Responsibility, 

and Fairness.

We consider long-term partnerships and sustainable

logistics solutions that satisfies all involved parties in

the supply chain

VALUES



Support international shippers to transit their cargo
through Iranian territory with full confidence.

Supporting project cargos for pharma, gas, oil, automotive,
tile, food, and steel industries.

Deliver logistics solutions for obstacles shippers and
buyers face when doing business with Iranian partners
acting as a trustable partner for shipowners and liners that
call Iranian ports.

To be the partner of choice in the

transportation industry recognized for

delivering effective and seamless solutions

to our Principals and Customers.

Also, Be seen as an honest and trustworthy

business partner who has a real desire to add

value to customers' business and products.

VISION

MISSION



Our shipping agency provides full services in all Iranian ports,

ensuring your interests are always taken care of no matter where in

the world you do business.

We combine on-the-ground local knowledge and expertise with our

accurate operational standards to ensure your vessel, container, or

cargo is handled efficiently during port calls.

This makes your everyday life more convenient, and we also offer

workshops and online tools to assist you. You can rely on us to

consistently provide high-quality service..

SHIPPING  AGENCY



Lianvisman provides innovative logistics services
for international maritime transport, ensuring the
precise organization and execution of top-quality
export or import consignments.

We handle special cargo requirements such as
break-bulk consignments, bulk commodities,
oversized cargo, or projects on a daily basis.
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SEA 
FREIGHT



Ship chartering (Tanker, Bulk, Break Bulk)

Full Container Load (FCL)

Reefer Cargo Container, Iso tank and Flexi Bag 

EXW to DAP Services, Stuffing, pre-carriage

Less than Container Load (LCL)

Dangerous Goods

Consulting and Solution for Cargo Documentation 

Cross-Stuffing

Project Cargo, Pharmaceutical, Other Product 

SEA SERVICES



Lian Visman’s air freight division offer full-service deliveries

of time-sensitive cargoes within minimum time requirements,

At all airports. 

We provide a large range of air freight services to match the

type of goods and the urgency of your needs. 

Cargo can be consolidated or consigned as express

packages on direct flights. 

We can group our customers’ combined volumes together to

attain competitive prices or maximize space allocations on

regular flight schedules.

  FREIGHT



Whether it’s just a few pallets; or an oversized

shipment that requires road closures,We provide full

truck load (FTL) in a truck reserved for you for moving

large loads quickly, less than truck load (LTL) with

shared trucks for saving on freight expenses,

transportation of refrigerated, hazardous or oversized

cargo.

GROUND 
FREIGHT



We provide services mainly from/to the EU, CIS 
         countries and all neighboring countries.

Regular LTL services from the EU by
Bulgarian, Iranian and Turkish Truck.

FTL services from/to EU- CIS – Russia
Transshipment and logistics Warehouse in

Oversize and overweight cargo handling.

Inbound and outbound Transit in Iranian
territory.

Refrigerated trucks and special vehicles 

         Bulgaria, Turkey, and Germany.

         for foods products and medicine transport.



At Lian Visman, we hold innovation as a core value that is

especially significant in logistics projects. Each project is

intricate and demanding, with specific needs that require

our expertise in the industry. Inventive logistics engineering

is a crucial component in ensuring the success of these

massive infrastructure projects 

PROJECT CARGOS



S U P P L E M E N T A R Y  S E R V I C E S

IMPORT / EXPORT PACKING INSURANCE

CUSTOMS 
CLEARANCE

CARGO 
INSPECTION

WAREHOUSING 
AND STEVEDORING



OUR 

LECTURES

Dubai
Istanbul
Hamburg
Shanghai 
Muscat 
Varna

OFFICES



CONNECT WITH US

 (+98) 2188887057 
 (+98) 2126205751

info@lianvisman.com

No. 149, Tandis Ave., Nelson 
Mandela Blvd

www.Lianvisman.com


